
eddie, 

I told you already manish 27th 

 

 

23:46 

we decided my developers payment of $120 for both violation 

but due to some APIs or database static ID issue second issue was not fixed... as we checked and 

discussed already to talk with youtube 

So how much we will pay him? 

See brother  

1. I need to pay him $60 anyhow for 1 voilation fixes... as discussed. 

2. Every day or everytime if you will ask me to update banners or videos, i will take $25 

 

So make this note for everytime... 

if u don't give me anymore work then no issues... its your choice... 

But for each day i will charge $25 and for month $115... as before 

so till today its $60+$25=$85... you need to transfer on 27th... if no more work 

thanks 

00:29 

there? 

 

eddie, 00:52 

got to go to work  

 

00:52 

? 

means 

03:38 

Good night 

 

eddie, 12:56 

hey whats good 



 

14:21 

I am doing good 

hows u? 

 

eddie, 14:30 

I need you to add pic but sum1 did already  

 

14:45 

Which pic need to add in which and where? 

19:00 

not able to get u 

 

eddie, 22:31 

already update  

 

23:12 

anyways, thanks bro... 

always finds me with you. 

18:20 

As free, call me brother... 

So that i can let you know what is difference between cheap and experience designer 

i saw work of your new developer (happyeyes) 

(happyface) 

(sweatgrinning) 

And will see another banner when he will create 

thanks 

 

eddie, 11:17 

so have you change your mind yet??  are you gonna work for me for $70 month doing updates & 

med projetcs + I throw inn extra $30 for med projects when you do 



 

+EM GONNA PAY YOU THAT $25 I OWE YOU FOR MORNINGFLEX TERMS & CONDITION & PRAVATE 

POLICY PAGE UPDATE TO 

 

 

eddie, 20:14 

wup 

 

22:37 

Hello Eddie, 

I hope this message finds you and your family healthy and safe. 

22:44 

Brother, we decided $120 for both youtube voilations  and i hired developer according that: 

1. He fixed 1 point. 

2. He checked complete site to get issue and found issue, which i told you. 

 

So i need to pay him atleast half of amount. 

 

And as per our discussion i have $25 remaining from your side, which you will pay me on 27th May. 

 

So according all discussion you need to pay $60+$25 = $85 remaining amount today. 

Also still brother i am saying you that as you are ready to pay $100 for both sites, then what is issue 

to pay $115. 

Only matter of $15. 

 

And this is nothing for experience service and quality service which i am paying you. 

i never refuse to work you anytime,  

always ready 

so still saying you, or request you pls pay me $115 as earlier for whole month. 

And i am ready to work from today 

I saw work for your new developer/designer. 

He even don't know what quality needs to be upload online to increase speed and optimization.  



23:34 

there? 

23:50 

??? 

 


